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CA ARCserve Managed Service Provider Licenses Now Available from CMS
Peripherals (Ireland)

CMS Peripherals (Ireland) became an approved reseller of CA ARCserve products and
Managed Server Provider Licenses from CA Technologies.

Kiltimagh, Ireland (PRWEB UK) 20 March 2012 -- CMS Peripherals (Ireland) today announced that it is an
approved reseller of CA ARCserve products and Managed Server Provider (MSP) Licenses from CA
Technologies. This move came as a response to the growing demand from Irish-based service providers to offer
customers popular CA ARCserve data protection solutions on a highly desired monthly licensing basis.

Launched in 2010 in Europe and North America, the CA ARCserve MSP Licensing Program provides
opportunities for MSPs and Independent Software Vendors (ISVs) with hosted offerings to create new cost-
effective, value-added data protection services for their clients.

Now the program is available to Irish resellers through CMS Peripherals (Ireland) and offers participants many
benefits, including advanced sales and technical support and evaluation software. There are also no upfront
costs, no minimum order value or entry criteria and no commitment to capacity or length of term.

“Flexible terms of the program will undoubtedly benefit our customers who might find it increasingly
challenging to grow their business in the current economic environment,” said Michael Callaghan, Managing
Director of CMS Peripherals (Ireland). “An opportunity to offer new cost-effective services to customers is
guaranteed to be an attractive proposition, and I am confident that we will see CA ARCserve MSPs numbers
grow rapidly in the next quarter in Ireland.”

The program sign-up process is also very easy, offering MSPs a fast way of adding a whole host of compelling
services to their portfolio, including remote backup and failover services, protection of hosted applications and
storage as service.

To sign up to the CA ARCserve MSP Licensing Program in Ireland or find out more about the program’s
benefits, please contact CMS Peripherals (Ireland).

About CMS Peripherals
CMS Peripherals is a value added distributor of data storage and security products and solutions in the UK and
Ireland. Real value added service is an essential component of success over the past 23 years. CMS Peripherals’
entire proposition centres on the customer, and this ethos forms the foundation of their drive to build long
lasting and successful relationships. For more information, please visit www.cms-store.eu and call +353 (0) 94
937 4000. Follow CMS Peripherals on Twitter @cmsperipherals.

About CA Technologies
CA Technologies (NASDAQ: CA) is an IT management software and solutions company with expertise across
all IT environments – from mainframe and distributed, to virtual and cloud. CA Technologies manages and
secures IT environments and enables customers to deliver more flexible IT services. CA Technologies’
innovative products and services provide the insight and control essential for IT organizations to power
business agility. The majority of the Global Fortune 500 relies on CA Technologies to manage evolving IT
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ecosystems. For additional information, visit CA Technologies at www.ca.com. Follow CA Technologies on
Twitter at www.twitter.com/cainc
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Contact Information
Alexandra Stefanovich
CMS Peripherals Limited
http://www.cms-store.com
020 8962 2456

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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